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Thriller): 

1 of 1 review helpful Another entertaining read from Mark Dawson By Dustin T Sharp The Agent is another 
entertaining read from Mark Dawson Now in her third installment Isabella Rose continues to develop as one of my 
favorite series characters The book falls back on proven Mark Dawson formula tight non stop action with little time 
for boring filler The result is a tale that intellectually isn t that dee Isabella Rose is on the run hunted by the very 
people she had been hired to work for Trained killer Isabella and former handler Michael Pope are forced into hiding 
in India and when a mysterious informer passes them clues on the whereabouts of Pope rsquo s family the prey see an 
opportunity to become the predators Chased from the poverty of Mumbai rsquo s slums into the sights of a sniper 
rsquo s rifle amongst the lavish wealth of Shanghai Isabella and Pop 
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